Abstract. Hexahedral meshes are structured as a set of ordered layer of hexes which makes local topological modifications difficult to do. For instance, removing an hex generally implies to remove a complete layer of hexes. Few works focus on local topological modifications in hexahedral meshes. In this paper, we provide some results which extend and complete some existing works [1, 14, 15, 17] 
Introduction
Local topological modification of hexahedral meshes has been considered difficult due to the global structure of hexahedral meshes. Indeed, contrary to tetrahedral meshes, hexahedral meshes are structured as a set of ordered layers of hexes which makes local topological modifications difficult to perform. For instance, if we want to remove a hex from a hexahedral mesh, it is generally necessary to remove a complete layer of hexes at least. This topological structure of a hexahedral mesh is known as the Spatial Twist Continuum [11] which defines the topology of the dual of hexahedral mesh.
Few works focus on the necessary issue of the local topological modifications of hexahedral meshes. This is in contrast with tetrahedral meshes and quadrilateral meshes [4] where local topological modifications are crucial to ensure the robustness of mesh generation algorithms. Local topological modification is often treated peripherally in the development of hex mesh generation algorithms [3, 5, 9, 13, 16] . In [1] , M. Bern and D. Eppstein describe a set flipping operations for hexahedral meshes. These flipping operations are analogue to the well-known flipping operations for simplicial meshes. In [14, 15, 17] , the authors attempt to define a complete set of local atomic modification operations. By complete they mean that we can transform a given hexahedral mesh into any other ones with the same quad boundary mesh. By local they mean that the connectivity altered by an operation is local to a few hexes and not to complete layer of hexes. By atomic they mean that each operation must be irreducible, that is can not be done as a sequence of others operations. These operations are simpler, more local and more fundamental that the flipping operations defined by M. Bern and D. Eppstein.
The final goal of the authors of [14, 15, 17] has not been achieved and the work described here continues it. Several issues remain unsolved:
• Each flipping operation defined by M. Bern and D. Eppstein should be decomposed as a combination of atomic operations. This task is done in a joint paper [18] which was the starting point of this work.
• Defining a complete set of atomic operations is equivalent to define a set of atomic operations which should be a basis of the hexahedral mesh modification operations. This task is essential and needs a deep theoretical work in combinatorial topology. We have not proved that the set of operations defined in this paper is a basis. But, in Section 3, the combinatorial freedom of the flipping operations defined by M. Bern and D. Eppstein is proved.
• Each of the flipping operations and each of the atomic operations preserve the parity (odd or even) of the number of hexes in the mesh. Thus to be able to modify any hex mesh into another one, at least one operation is missing. In order to change the parity of the number of hexes in a mesh, a new surface can be introduced in the dual of this mesh in such a way that the number of dual vertices increases by an odd number. A suitable candidate is the Boy surface. The hypothesis of introducing a Boy surface in the dual of a hex mesh was done by M. Bern and D. Eppstein [1] . In Section 4, we propose a constructive way to introduce this surface into the dual mesh. In addition, a soft ( Figure 4 ) permitting the computing and the visualisation of the hex mesh dual has been implemented. It can duplicate all of M. Bern and D. Eppstein operations using the atomic operations.
We begin this paper by introducing some basic terms that will be used along the paper.
Basic Terminology
In this section, we gather usual definitions we can find in algebraic geometry or topological geometry. For more details about polytope theory, we refer to [2, [6] [7] [8] 19] . We also refer to [12] for an interesting introduction to these concepts.
Generalities about Polytopes
Definition 2.1. A polytope P ⊆ R d is the convex hull of a finite number of points in R d . A polytope can also be defined as the bounded intersection of finitely many closed halfspaces
The dimension dim(P) of a polytope is the dimension of its affine hull. A d-dimensional polytope is referred as a d-polytope. Definition 2.2. A face of a polytope P is a subset F ⊆ P of the form F = P ∩ {x ∈ R d : a T x = a 0 } where a T x ≥ a 0 is a valid inequality for P .
Also the dimension of a face is the dimension of its affine hull. A k-dimensional face is called a k-face. A facet of a polytope P is a (dim(P ) − 1)-face. 
Polytopal Complexes and Meshes
Definition 2.6. A polytopal complex, or a complex of polytopes, C is a finite set of polytopes (called faces or cells) in R n , n ≥ 0, that contains all the faces of its cells and that satisfies the intersection property, that is, the intersection of any two cells P, Q ∈ C is a face of both.
This definition implies that ∅ is contained in C and each face F of a cell P ∈ C is also contained in C. The cells of dimension k of a d-dimensional complex C are called k-faces or k-cells. The cells of dimension 0,1, d-1 and d are respectively called the vertices, the edges, the ridges and the facets.
A hexahedral mesh is a particular case where the polytopes are combinatorial cubes. In other words, a hexahedral mesh is a 3-dimensional cubical complex.
Remark: We do not provide here the definition of a topological mesh from a topological algebraic point of view. Indeed, this definition needs the knowledge of the CW complex which is out of the scope of this document. CW stands for closure-finite weak topology.
Dual of Hexahedral Meshes
The dual of a hexahedral mesh can be described in terms of polytopal complexes and arrangement of surfaces.
Definition 2.8. Consider a hexahedral mesh M and denote by
where p is their number and 0 ≤ i ≤ 3. The dual of M is defined as a one-to-one mapping ψ : M → M * which preserves but reverses incidence relations:
In the relation between M and M * , the mesh M is also called the primal mesh. Note that the dual of a hexahedral mesh is in fact a complex of simple polytopes and can be seen as a simple arrangement of hyperplans [17] .
Combinatorial Freedom of Flipping Operations
In this section, we describe the flipping operations defined by M. Bern and D. Eppstein in [1] . Note that Figures 1 and 2 are the same as those in [1] .
Consider the well-known flipping operation for a triangular mesh, which switches one diagonal for the other in a convex quadrilateral Q formed by two triangular elements sharing a side. We can think of this 2-2 flip (two elements in and two elements out) as exchanging the upper and lower facets of a three-dimensional simplex P that projects to Q.
The almost-as-well-known flips for tetrahedral meshes can be defined analogously by the exchange of the upper and lower facets of a four-dimensional simplex. The flips include the 2-3 flip, which exchanges two tetrahedra sharing a face for three sharing an edge, and the 1-4 flip which subdivides a tetrahedron by adding an interior vertex, along with their reverse flips. Figure 1 , and the flips for hexahedral meshes are induced by the combinatorially distinct exchanges of upper and lower facets of a four-dimensional hypercube, as shown in Figure 2 . The facets of a d-dimensional cube or hypercube can be grouped into d opposite pairs. In order to discover all possible flips, any set of facets of a cube or hypercube is described by how it relates to these pairs. A pair of integers (X, Y ) is assigned to any set S of cube or hypercube facets: X denotes the number of pairs of facets eXcluded from S, and Y denotes the number of pairs of facets Yncluded in S. The remaining d − X − Y pairs of facets have one of their two facets included in S, and the other facets excluded from S. The symmetries of the hypercube include all permutations of opposite pairs of facets, and all swaps of the two facets in each pair, so any two sets S described by the same pair (X, Y ) are combinatorially equivalent. The meshes in Figure 1 Figures 1 and 2 is topologically free, that is, we can not get one transformation using a combination of other ones.
Proof. Our approach to prove this theorem is purely algebraic. We denote by n e the number of new internal edges without a boundary vertex, n v the number of internal vertices, n f the number of internal faces without any boundary edge, n h the number of hexes in 3D and n q the number of quads in 2D, created or removed through each transformation. We model them as follows : Figure 2 . The flipping operations for hex meshes
Thus, if each set of flipping operations is not free, we can write one of the right member of the previous relationships as a linear combination of some others with coefficients in Z Z. Let us look at these operations without (0, 0) ←→ (0, 0) and (1, 1) ←→ (1, 1) because those do not change numerically anything ; we have to solve the following equations in Z Z for each of the unknowns fixed at 1 or −1 (for example x = 1 means that we are going from the (1, 0) to the (0, 1) configuration and x = −1 is for the (0, 1) to (1, 0) one).
x + 2y + 3z + t = 0
x + 6y = 0 x + 4y + 12z = 0 x + 2y + 4z = 0, (1) for the hexes flipping,
for the quads flipping. These two systems have x = y = z = t = 0 as solutions. It means that we can not write none of these operations as a combination of some of the others. Thus, the set of operations without (0, 0) ←→ (0, 0) and (1, 1) ←→ (1, 1) is free. If we add these two operations, it will neither change the equations or their solutions. The possible solutions of these system could have been considered as result of one of these two operations when combining all the others, thus we can conclude that each set is topologically free.
Changing Parity by introducing a Boy Surface into an Arrangement of Surfaces
There exists at least one missing transformation in the set of flipping operations and in the atomic operations defined in [18] since they can not change the parity of the number of hexes, thing that could occur in reality. In order to change the parity of the number of hexes in a mesh, a new surface can be introduced into the dual of this mesh in such a way that the number of dual vertices increases by an odd number. A suitable candidate is the Boy surface which is a projective plane embedded in R 3 in such a way that there is one triple intersection point, connected to itself by double-intersection curves in a pattern of three self-loops (see Figure 3) . Note that the resulting arrangement of surfaces may have some self-loops and multiple adjacencies, but we can likely remove them by pillowing without further changes of parity. Before showing how we can introduce a Boy surface into an arrangement of surfaces, we describe the atomic operations defined in [18] . The introduction of a Boy surface into a dual mesh will complete this set of operations. We use sheet diagrams [16] in the figures of this section. A dual mesh is an arrangement of surfaces which intersect each other. In a sheet diagram, each surface is represented by a sheet on which we can see how it is intersected by other sheets, that is surfaces.
Description of the Atomic Operations
The atomic operations work in the dual of a hexahedral mesh which is a simple arrangement of surfaces. Formulating the problem in the dual allows us to take advantage of its combinatorial properties. Note that the corresponding primal-based operations could be defined, but they would be more difficult to understand and handle.
The ability to compute and visualize the hex mesh dual has been implemented in the qvdual tool, which is part of the MOAB package [10] . Shown in Figure 4 is a mesh, its dual surfaces, and a sheet diagram for one of those sheets. qvdual allows picking of dual 2-and 1-cells and implements the dual-based operations described here. qvdual uses the VTK toolkit for graphics rendering and the Qt package for the graphical user interface. In a pillowing operation, a new dual sheet is inserted in the dual arrangement such that it induces new vertices. In the primal mesh, it corresponds to adding a layer of hexes surrounding a local area in the mesh. The atomic pillow is the pillowing operation which adds the minimal number of vertices (respectively hexes) in the dual mesh (resp. primal mesh). This operation begins and ends with a conformal hexahedral primal mesh. Only two dual vertices (resp. hexes) are inserted in the dual mesh (resp. primal mesh) (see Figure 5 ). In the primal mesh, this operation pulls apart a quad, which separates two hexes, into two quads sharing all their edges. The void between these two quads is filled with two hexes sharing five quads together. Figure 6 provides the sheet diagram corresponding to the Atomic Pillow. We can see that a new sheet is indeed inserted and it intersects only two others sheets.
Face Shrink
The face shrink operation consists in crossing two dual surfaces, i.e two sheets, along a dual 1-cell. By this way four dual 1-cell forming a circular line and four dual 0-cells are introduced in the dual mesh. On Figures 7  and 8 , we can see how this operation acts. Each green sheet cross each other along the edge AB and the edges CD, DE, EF and F G are created. In the dual mesh, two dual vertices are concerned by the operation (A and B in our example). Thus, in the primal mesh, two hexes are concerned and the FS operation introduces four new hexes which makes a torus of hexes around the two initial hexes (see Figure 9 ).
Face Open-Collapse
The face open-collapse operation is a very tricky operation which is difficult to apprehend at first time. It consists in splitting and merging neighbouring dual surfaces. This operation modifies the cell complex locally without changing the boundary of the arrangement. Its name "face open-collapse" refers to how this operation modifies the primal mesh. The process of the FOC operation is the following. Two dual edges which bound a dual face are opened. For instance, on Figure 10 , we open the edges AB and CD that bound the face F . We get then four dangling edges: Ax, By, Cz and Dw. The dangling edges are then reconnected in such a way that the new edges do not intersect themselves. On Figure 10 , the dangling edges Ax and Dw are connected and the dangling edges By and Cz are connected. In this way, two sheets are fused into one single sheet.
Description of the Boy Surface Introduction into an Arrangement of Surfaces
The principle is to put a copy of a Boy surface into a simply connected region of the dual mesh, which is an arrangement of surfaces, in such a way that the augmented arrangement of surfaces remains connected and continues to avoid multiple adjacencies. Each of the three loops of the Boy surface must cross the arrangement of surfaces an even number of times, so that the change of parity will be from the introduction of the single triple intersection of Boy surface with itself. To do that, we add the Boy Surface in the arrangement of surfaces defining the dual of an hexahedral mesh in such a way that each self-loop of the Boy surface intersects a different 2-cell of the dual mesh. These three 2-cells must pass through one common vertex and intersect pairwise.
The introduction of a Boy surface into a dual mesh is presented through sheet diagrams. Figure 11 shows the diagram of the single sheet defining the Boy surface. We can see the three loops of the Boy surface, named A, B and C. An edge in a sheet diagram represents the intersection between the represented sheet and another one. Thus, there are two "sheet edges" that correspond to a dual edge. Since, the Boy surface intersects itself, the two associated sheet edges occur on the same sheet diagram. For this reason, two edges are marked A, two others are marked B and two others are marked C. The boundary of the sheet diagram is a square. In fact, opposite sides are connected. If an edge go out through the left side, it get in through the right one.
We intersect the Boy surface with three other sheets verifying the properties given previously. We get then the four sheet diagrams of Figure 12 and Figure 13 . Figure 12 shows the Boy surface after the intersection with three other sheets. As expected, each sheet intersects only one self-loop of the Boy Surface. For instance, Figure 10 . Face Open-Collapse with sheet diagrams Figure 11 . sheet diagram of a single Boy surface the red sheet just cut the dual edge B creating two vertices a and b. Figure 13 shows the three sheets which intersect the Boy surface. They are symmetrical. Each sheet intersects the two other sheets twice.
Conclusion
In this paper, we dealt with the important and difficult issue of the local topological modifications in hexahedral meshes. First, we proved that the flipping operations defined by M. Bern and D. Eppstein are Figure 12 . Intersection of the Boy surface with three pairwise orthogonal sheets Figure 13 . Sheet diagrams of the three sheets which intersect the Boy surface combinatorially free. After that, we showed how to introduce a Boy surface into a dual mesh in order to modify the parity of the number of hexes in the primal mesh.
To go on with this work, it would be necessary to remove the self-loops and multiple adjacencies from the arrangement of surfaces obtained after the introduction of a Boy surface. This work is important to prove that the introduction of a Boy surface into a dual mesh could be an applyable fourth atomic operations. Then, it will remain to prove that the operations AP, FS, FOC with the introduction of a Boy surface, form a basis of the modifications of a hexahedral dual mesh. In other words, the combinatorial freedom of these four operations must be proved and we must show that any modification operation is a linear combination of these four operations. This theroretical work needs a deep knowledge in algebra and likely polytope theory.
